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-e entity recognition of Chinese electronic medical record is of great significance to medical decision-making. -e main process
of entity recognition is sequence tagging, which has problems such as nested entity and boundary prediction. In this paper, we
proposed a NER method called Bert-MRC-Biaffine, which formulates the NER as an MRC task. -e approach of the machine
reading comprehension framework is to introduce prior knowledge, the query about entities. -e biaffine mechanism scores pair
start and end tokens in a sentence so that the model is able to predict named entities accurately. -e proposed method out-
performs from the electronic medical record dataset, called CCKS2017 data, and the TCM dataset. We also remove components to
evaluate the contribution of individual components of our model. Experiments on two datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of
our model.

1. Introduction

With the widespread of EMRs, research and application of
natural language processing in medical field has attracted
much attention [1]. In the medical field, medical entities
mainly include symptoms, diseases, drugs, treatments, and
body parts. -ese are an important part of establishing a
medical knowledge base. However, the data in the EMR
cannot be use directly; we need to adopt the NER to extract
information.

Early NER system has been traditionally approached by
the hidden Markov model (HMM), maximum entropy
model, and conditional random field (CRF) [2–4], which
performs well on identifying entities in clinical EMRs.
However, these approaches rely heavily on handcrafted
features and task-specific resources. In addition, the support
vector machine (SVM) [5] is well adapted to the field. What
counts is such task-specific knowledge is costly to develop
[6], making sequence labeling models difficult to adapt to
new tasks or new domains.

In the past few years, neural network-based approaches
have become popular in many NLP tasks. Recently,

recurrent neural networks (RNN) [7], together with its
variants such as long short-term memory (LSTM) [8, 9] and
gated recurrent unit (GRU) [10], have shown great success in
modeling sequential EMRs. Based on this method, a large
number of studies have focused on splicing additional
features to improve the recognition effect of the model, such
as splicing part of speech features [11] and adding attention
mechanism [12]. Similarly, several CNN-based neural net-
work models have been proposed to solve sequence labeling
tasks in EMRs like [13, 14], achieving competitive perfor-
mance against traditional models.

-ese systems have some limitations even that can be
flexibly used in EMRs.-ere is space for the improvement in
the annotation in a specific field, such as relying on a large-
scale annotation data, as well as nested named entity rec-
ognition. -e latter causes the incorrect prediction of entity
boundary. For example, “心肺检查(cardiopulmonary ex-
amination)” has the aid of body parts to describe medical
examination entities, and it is easy to label as body parts,
resulting in a decrease in performance.

To handle the issues, we introduced the MRC into the
span extraction based on the BERT [15] framework and
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biaffine mechanism. -e latter aims, such as some optimi-
zation algorithms [16, 17], to improve the ability of the
model to classify. We first apply the BERTencoder to encode
the sentence and questions. -en, we combine two repre-
sentations and feed them into the transformer to model
interactive information of each sentence. On top of the
transformer, we apply two separate FFNNs to represent the
start/end of the spans and finally to a biaffine classifier. We
conduct extensive experiments on CCKS 2017 dataset and
TCM dataset. Our model is able to improve performance
when plugging with different NER models.

-e main contributions of our work are as follows:

(i) We propose a neural model based on MRC with
biaffine mechanism to extract entities facts from
sentences, where the entities could extract from real
word data.

(ii) Ourmodel could consider the nested entity problem
through MRC mechanism. We formalize the task as
a question answering task: each entity type is
characterized by a question answer template, and
entities are extracted by answering template
questions.

(iii) We conduct analyses to understand why our ap-
proach performs so well and how different model
parts affect final performance in other dataset.

2. Related Work

Most of previous studies on electronic medical record entity
recognition primarily focus on English clinical texts. Various
machine learning methods have obtained significant per-
formance on English EMRs. Compared with English EMR,
Chinese EMR faces more obstacles, which may due to the
following reasons: fuzzy word boundary and complex
composition forms in all kinds of tense and few open access
Chinese EMR corpus and the size is usually small. Until
recently, related work of Chinese EMR is developing rapidly,
boosting the performance of the models [18].

By giving a sentence with annotated entities, tradition
machine learning will focus on the construction and se-
lection of different features, which directly affect the effect of
NER. Liang et al. [19] integrated the sentence category
classifier from SVM- and CRF-based Chinese EMR to
recognize drug names. -eir approach achieves F1 of 0.93
and 0.91 in traditional Chinese and Western medicine drug
names, respectively. Zhang and Li [20] study the influence of
multifeature combination such as part of speech feature,
keyword feature, and dictionary feature on CRF sequence
tagging. Lei et al. [5] investigated the effects of different types
of machine learning models including CRF, SSVM, SVM,
and ME in the admission records.

-ere are also relevant studies on Chinese EMRs’ entity
recognition using deep learning methods [21]. Yang et al.
[22] investigated EMR label specification in English, de-
veloped a detailed EMR Chinese naming entity label spec-
ification, and completed the EMR Chinese foundation work.
Wu et al. [23] applied a deep neural network on the NER task
in Chinese electronic medical record with only word

embeddings, achieving the F1-score of 0.92. In addition,
Huang et al. [24] andWei et al. [25], both of them, proposed
a bidirectional LSTM-CRF model for Chinese EMRs’ entity
recognition.

As we all know, pretraining and fine-tuning of entity
recognition is the application trend. We proposed a NER
method for Chinese EMRs based on pretraining and used as
feature extractors; MRC introduces prior knowledge about
entities and biaffine as the classifier. In addition, we also
conducted ablation experiments on the TCM dataset to
verify the effect of model components on the experimental
results and the robustness of the overall model.

3. Methodology

3.1.TaskDefinition. -e goal of NER is to classify each token
or word in sentence and assign it to a corresponding label.
Inspired by MRC [26–28] and the dependency parsing
model [29], we formulate the task as an MRC task and thus
convert the dataset style into a set, which contains context,
query, and answer. Context is an input sentence, query is a
query sentence predefined according to the dataset, and the
answer is the gold entity span.

3.2. Model Details. We used the pretrained model as our
model backbone. It employed the BERT encoder to present
the input sentence and feed the output into two FFNNs and
to a biaffine classifier. Figure 1 shows an overview of the
model implemented in the MRC framework. Firstly, given
an input sentence of n word token, the encoder module is
responsible to map each token to feature information, which
will feed into interaction module. BERT is a multilayer
bidirectional transformer-based language representation
model. For each word, it is used to learn deep representa-
tions, and it has been proven greatly effective in many
downstream tasks. Specifically, it is composed of a stack of
identical transformer blocks. We denote the block as T. -e
detailed operations of word representation are as follows:

h0 � M1W1 + M2W2 + Wp,

hi � T hi − 1( , i ∈ [1, N],
(1)

where M1,2 is the matrix of one-hot vectors of indices in the
input sentence,Wt is the words embedding matrix,Ws is the
segment embedding matrix,Wp is the positional embedding
matrix, where p represents the position index, hi is the
hidden state vector, the last representation of input sentence
at ith layer, and N is the numbers of blocks.

-e approach of the MRC framework is to introduce
prior knowledge, the query about entities. Table 1 shows an
overview of the architecture. -e answers, obtained by the
model based on questions, are the entities that should be
labeled. We utilized the MRC task span extraction, which
introduces prior knowledge in the span extraction and
constructs a query set for all entity labels in the dataset. -e
span extracted by the model is the answer to the question
and the entity that should be tagged. Normally, query is
much shorter than the sentence text; the query input is
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regarded as a whole to obtain problem encoding through the
transformer. -e detailed operations of question represen-
tation are as follows:

h0
Q
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Q

Wt
Q

+ M2
Q
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Q

+ Wp
Q

,

hi
Q

� T h(i − 1)
Q

 , i ∈ [1, N],

Q � hN
Q

,

(2)

where M1,2
Q, Wt

Q, Ws
Q, Wp

Q, and hiQ are the same as
introduction to the BERT encoder section and the dif-
ference represents the question text. Q is the finally ob-
tained question information representation. For exploring
the deep relationship between the text and the question,
the attention mechanism is designed to extract relevant
information. Note that, in our work the interaction may
be performed multiple times. -e operations of interac-
tion are as follows:

Si � F hi, Q( ,

wi � exp Si,

O �  wipi,

(3)

where F is the function for calculating the relevance of the
sentence to the question, wi is the relevance weight, and O is
the hidden layer representation after interaction.

-e strategy for choosing the span in the MRC frame-
work is usually to construct two binary classifiers. One is
used to predict whether the token is a start index, and the
other is used to predict whether the token is an end index. In
this study, we adopted the biaffine mechanism, which allows
the token at the head and tail of the entity to interact with
information, thus solving the problem of nested entity. After
obtaining the hidden layer representation from the inter-
action module, we apply two separate FFNNs to create
different representations for the start and end of spans. It
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Figure 1: -e network architectures of our model.
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allows the model to learn to identify the start or end of the
spans separately. Finally, we employ a biaffine mechanism
over the sentence to create a tensor. We apply the biaffine
operator:

h
s
i � FFNNs Oi( ,

h
e
i � FFNNe Oi( ,

B(s, e) � h
s
i∧TUh

e
i + W h

s
i ⊕ h

e
i(  + b,

(4)

where U is a d× c× d tensor, W is a 2d× c matrix and a bias
vector b, respectively, and d is the size of output layers of
FFNNs, while c is the number of entity classes. Finally, we
feed the output vectors B(s, e) of the biaffine layer into
softmax for the entity scores and assign each span a NER
category:

yi � argmaxB(s, e),

score ic(  � log  exp B(s, e).
(5)

In context X, there could be multiple entities of the entity
span. -is means that multiple entity label indexes can be
predicted from one input sequence. At the training time, we
optimize the case of named entity recognition with the
following loss function:

L �
1
N

 log P yi|score ic( ( . (6)

4. Experiments

In this section, we conduct several experiments to show
effectiveness of our framework. We evaluate the perfor-
mance of our model on clinical NER datasets, by plugging it
into three base NER models.

4.1. Dataset. We conducted experiments on the dataset of
CCKS2017 EMR evaluation. -ere are mainly 400 EMRs,
including five types of entities: body parts (BODY), disease
symptoms (SIGNS), medical checks (CHECK), diseases
(DISEASE), and treatments (TREATMENT). We follow the
standard train/dev/test splits and use both the train set and
dev set for training, with more detailed statistics of the
dataset listed in Table 2.

Each entity type is associated with a type-specific
question generated by the templates. We utilized the an-
notation guideline as references to construct queries, thus
conducted experiments on five types of medical entities.
Table 3 lists the items of queries we constructed.

-e original corpus text is split into a series of Chinese
characters, each of which is tagged with a BIO format. B-tag
indicates the begin of the entity, I-tag indicates inside the
entity, and O-tag indicates that the character is outside the
entity. Tomeet the input requirements of the model, the data
should be preprocessed as {context, query, answer} format.
When predicting the boundary of the entity, we should
predict the entity type. According to the dataset, there are a
total of 11 labels to be predicted. We report Precision, Recall,
and F1 scores for all evaluations. -e named entity is
considered correct when both boundary and category are
predicted correctly.

4.2. Settings and Results. We compare the performance with
three baseline systems: BiLSTM-CRF, the combination of
BiLSTM with CRF, BERT, the language representation
model for task fine tuning, and BERT-BiLSTM-CRF, the
BiLSTM-CRF substructure is connected after the BERT
layer. -e results are presented in Table 4.

We use a unified setting for all of experiments. Table 5
shows hyperparameters for our experiments. Table 4 pres-
ents the result for the entity identification task (Precision,
Recall, and F1). Finally, in the last column of Table 4, we
reported an additional F1measurement, which is the average
F1 performance of the five entities.

As shown in Table 4 and Figure 2(a), body part, disease
symptoms, check, and disease entity labeling achieved good
performances in all methods and that of treatment achieved
poor performance. -e number and average length of three
types of entities, including body, check, and symptom, are
far more than those of the other two types of entities, in-
cluding check and disease, respectively. -e performances
are because the model prefers to overfitting when a small
scale of data is trained. In addition, our system achieved an
F1 score of 92.8% on the corpus. It outperforms the results of
the comparison by large margin.

As shown in Table 4 and Figure 2(b), the performance of
the proposed method is slightly better than against models.
Our model introduces prior knowledge to enhance language
representation, which breaks the limitation that the
knowledge required for span extraction is limited to context
and acquires more domain-related knowledge for inference
prediction. It explains from the theoretical level that the F1
of the model can reach a good performance of 92.8% even on
a small-scale corpus, and the F1 of various entities is greater
than that of conventional model and the BERT fine-tuning
method. -is indicates that the Bert-MRC-Biaffine method
proposed in this paper is effective.

Table 1: Overview of the span extraction task via MRC.

MRC Span extraction

Corpus

Text sentence
-e patient was in good health and accidentally fell five hours ago; then, the patient felt pain and went to the
hospital; the X-ray showed that the left intertrochanter of patient is fractured; the fluid infusion was provided

to patient for symptomatic treatment
Query What is the body part in the EMR?

Answer/label
entity Left intertrochanter
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As shown in Table 4 and Figure 2(a), the F1 of body parts
in our model is a few percentage points on an average than
that in other methods. Although the number of body parts’
entities is the largest, the prediction performances are poor
in other methods. -e reason is that there are more short
words in this dataset, and the model tagging recognition is
more inclined to short words. When long words are labeled,
only part of words will be taken as the labeling result. -is is
easy to cause boundary errors. For example, other entities
should be described with the help of body parts, such as
cardiopulmonary examination, reflex neck test, Achilles
knee tendon reflex, and knee effusion. Non-MRC methods
will identify these nested entities as body parts. -e ex-
perimental results show that MRC, which obtains the la-
beling entity in the form of answering questions, can solve
the problem of entity nesting without considering the in-
fluence of the number of long and short entity words on
model labeling.

To verify the robustness of the model, we conducted the
same model comparison experiments on the TCM dataset,
which is a small dataset consisting of 5 categories: formula,
syndrome, herb, symptom, and disease.

-e experimental results in Table 6 show that our
proposed model achieves the highest F1 value of 83.30,
indicating that it can be effectively applied to other datasets
with good robustness and generality.

In addition, to evaluate the contribution of individual
components of our model, we remove part components and
use TCM dataset for evaluation.

We replace the biaffine classifier with a softmax layer that
is frequently used in models for produce the outputs. When
we replace the biaffine of our model with a softmax layer, the
performance drops by 0.84 percentage points, as shown in
Table 7. -e performance difference shows the support of a
biaffinemodule and confirms it is an important factor for the
outperformance.

We ablate MRC module and as expected, the model
performance drops by a number of 3.7 percentage point in
Table 7. It shows that prior knowledge introduced byMRC is
one of the most important factors for the outperformance.

We remove both MRC and biaffine, and the model
results show a decrease of 4.32 percentage points in Table 7.
It proves the validity of the two structures for our proposed
model.

Table 4: -e result for the entity recognition task (Precision, Recall, and F1).

Methods Evaluation
Entity categories

BODY CHECK DISEASE SIGNS TREATMENT OVERALL

BiLSTM-CRF
P 85.87 94.51 85.51 90.03 71.91 89.15
R 83.16 95.3 67.05 98.53 74.42 89.94
F1 84.49 94.9 75.16 94.09 73.14 89.54

BERT-BiLSTM-CRF
P 87.82 89.50 91.11 89.40 63.16 86.43
R 85.16 93.83 73.21 97.92 69.23 88.32
F1 86.47 91.61 81.19 93.47 66.06 87.36

BERT-Softmax
P 86.38 87.92 88.70 85.43 62.48 84.47
R 83.68 86.39 72.09 93.71 67.13 86.04
F1 85.01 87.15 79.54 89.38 64.72 85.25

BERT-MRC-Biaffine
P 91.68 96.84 94.20 95.33 75.93 91.93
R 89.06 93.91 81.32 96.40 86.82 93.68
F1 90.35 95.35 87.29 95.86 81.01 92.80

Table 2: -e statistical results of different entities in the dataset.

Type Train Validate Test
Disease symptoms 6484 730 614
Body parts 8492 922 855
Medical checks 7987 836 723
Diseases 853 119 86
Treatments 515 109 88

Table 3: Set of queries about different entities.

Query Entity
What is the treatment method for diseases TREATMEN
What is body part in EMR BODY
What is the symptom of the disease SIGN
What is the medical examination item in EMR CHECK
What is the disease entity in EMR DISEASE

Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society 5



Table 6: -e result for the TCM dataset.

Methods P R F1
BiLSTM-CRF 82.11 77.23 79.59
BERT-BiLSTM-CRF 81.67 74.24 77.78
BERT-Softmax 83.74 77.70 78.98
BERT-MRC-Biaffine 87.02 80.68 83.30

Table 7: -e performance between full model and removed component models in TCM dataset.

Methods P R F1
BERT-MRC-Biaffine 87.02 80.68 83.3 _
BERT-MRC(-Biaffine) 86.40 78.86 82.46 +0.84
BERT-Biaffine(-MRC) 83.95 78.10 79.6 +3.7
BERT(-MRC-Biaffine) 83.74 77.70 78.98 +4.32

Table 5: -e statistical results of different entities in the dataset.

Parameter Value
Epoch 100
Learning rate 0.001
Dropout 0.5
Clip 5
Batch_size 20
Bert size 1024
FFNN size 150
Optimizer Adam
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Figure 2: -e performance comparison for entities and models. (a) F1 of entities. (b) P, R, and F1 of models.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a neural architecture for medical
entity recognition. MRC introduces entity-related prior
knowledge into the named entity recognition model, which
can achieve better performance in the context of small-scale
corpus.-e biaffinemechanism allows the tokens at the head
and the end of the entity sequence to exchange information.
-e experimental results have been improved to a certain
extent. It is an effective decodingmethod for the NERmodel.

-ere are several potential directions for future work.
We aim to improve model performance by exploring
multitask learning approaches to combinemore information
such as POS jointly trains with NER task to enhance the
representations learn in our model. In addition, we will
propose several different ways as query to verify whether it
will greatly affect the performance of the model.
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NER: Named entity recognition
MRC: Machine reading comprehension
TCM: Traditional Chinese medicine
CCKS2017: China Conference on Knowledge Graph and
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